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Introduction

This profile provides a picture of a person's behavior based on four tendencies.
All people possess these four behavioral tendencies - but to different degrees.
These four characteristics can be described by color-related energy.

People with significant Red behavioral tendencies:Red behavioral tendencies:Red behavioral tendencies:Red behavioral tendencies:
Like to be in control of their surroundings - they want to achieve goals and obtain results.

People with significant Yellow behavioral tendencies:Yellow behavioral tendencies:Yellow behavioral tendencies:Yellow behavioral tendencies:
Like to be at the centre of attention - they are innovative, outgoing, and convincing.

People with significant Green behavioral tendencies:Green behavioral tendencies:Green behavioral tendencies:Green behavioral tendencies:
Pursue cooperation - they focus on people, are sociable, and prefer harmony.

People with significant Blue behavioural tendencies:Blue behavioural tendencies:Blue behavioural tendencies:Blue behavioural tendencies:
Seek known surroundings - they are careful and focus on precision and detail.

Everybody possesses all four tendencies - but to different degrees.
The relationship between the four tendencies creates a pattern providing more information
about the focus person's preferences and preferred behavior.
The information provided in the profile is based on this pattern.

Calculating the resultCalculating the resultCalculating the resultCalculating the result
Your responses (2 x 24 choices) express your own views on your behavior.
The result appears as four columns indicating your energy within the four tendencies.
The MOST chart reflects your self-image or how you would like to be ("The way I aim to be")
The LEAST chart gives a more neutral reflection of your self-image ("The way I am")
The TOTAL chart reflects the combination of your MOST and LEAST choices.

Analysing the resultAnalysing the resultAnalysing the resultAnalysing the result
Always pay atention to the score in the chart if it is close to the transition between the segments
in the diagrams. In this case, there is a risk of an inconclusive result which might influence the
result. Therefore, the report must be given by an experienced user who can read a balanced
definition of areas where there might be uncertainties.

The profile is compiled on the basis of the submitted MOST and LEAST answers.
The profile contains a description of the preferences that define the personality that best
matches your results.

Behavior and PersonalityBehavior and PersonalityBehavior and PersonalityBehavior and Personality
Behavior is a combination of many factors - personality traits, attitudes, knowledge, etc.
It is especially important to note the interaction between personality and situation.
It can be summarized as: Behavior = (Personality x Situation)

Use your reportUse your reportUse your reportUse your report
Remember that the descriptions and examples are never completely satisfactory.
Remember, too, that there are no good or bad patterns. Use the profile as a tool to learn more
about yourself and as a basis from which to develop your plans of action.

Don't read too much into the result - instead, look for trends.Don't read too much into the result - instead, look for trends.Don't read too much into the result - instead, look for trends.Don't read too much into the result - instead, look for trends.
Always compare any test result with your own perception.Always compare any test result with your own perception.Always compare any test result with your own perception.Always compare any test result with your own perception.
Seek additional feedback if there are inconsistencies.Seek additional feedback if there are inconsistencies.Seek additional feedback if there are inconsistencies.Seek additional feedback if there are inconsistencies.
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Characteristics of the four types

CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics • Dynamic
• Focused
• Powerful
• Resourceful

• Outgoing
• Innovative
• Spontaneous
• Enthusiastic

• Loyal
• Stable
• Friendly
• People oriented

• Precise
• Organised
• Disciplined
• Detail oriented

Motivated byMotivated byMotivated byMotivated by • Prestige
• Influence
• Making decisions
• Creating results

• Freedom
• Variation
• Innovation
• Contact with others

• Teamwork
• Stability
• Secure settings
• Belonging to a group

• Structure
• Professionalism
• Clear guidelines
• Delivering quality

”Fears””Fears””Fears””Fears” • Defeat
• Failure
• Losing prestige
• Losing influence

• Being alone
• Limitations
• Losing freedom
• Rules and systems

• Insecurity
• Fast changes
• Personal conflicts
• Be outside the group

• Time pressure
• Losing control
• Disorder, mess
• Making mistakes

Manner of communicationManner of communicationManner of communicationManner of communication • Direct
• Controlling
• Talking not listening
• Concrete, outspoken

• Inspiring
• Speaks a lot
• Visible and noisy
• Uses the entire body

• Dialogue
• Listening
• Considerate
• Speaks gently

• Careful
• Concrete
• Controlled
• Professional

Team roleTeam roleTeam roleTeam role • Whip
• Executor
• Initiator
• Team leader

• Creative
• Creates energy
• Finds solutions
• Positive atmosphere

• Involves
• Solves conflicts
• The social tasks
• Pulls team together

• Documentation
• Trouble-shooter
• Ensures quality
• Manages details

CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics

The radar chart to the left shows the tendencies in your profile.
The matrix above describes typical characteristics of the four types.

- Which behavioral traits do you recognize in relation to your primary preference?
- Which behavioral traits do you see in relation to your secondary preference?
- Find specific examples
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Radargraph - Behavioural tendencies

What does the diagram show?What does the diagram show?What does the diagram show?What does the diagram show?
The diagram shows a total outline of the four behavioral tendencies.
The total score is indicated for each of the four behavioral tendencies.
The size of the four areas indicates how significant the behavioral tendencies are.
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Extended Radargraph

What does the extended radar chart show?What does the extended radar chart show?What does the extended radar chart show?What does the extended radar chart show?
Each of the four behavioral tendencies can be divided into two underlying facets.
The resulting eight facets give a more differentiated picture of the behavioral tendencies.

Red facetsRed facetsRed facetsRed facets
1) Self-focus - Focuses on personal results, tactics, pursues own goals.
2) Powerful - Focuses on creating results, pursues the group's common goals.

Yellow facetsYellow facetsYellow facetsYellow facets
3) Extroversion - Focuses on creating new contacts, new experiences, is extrovert.
4) Innovation - Focuses on ideas, on breaking down barriers, and on new ideas.

Green facetsGreen facetsGreen facetsGreen facets
5) Focus on others - Focuses on contributing to the common goals and on the team.
6) Emotionally oriented - Focuses on emotions, is careful and hesitant.

Blue facetsBlue facetsBlue facetsBlue facets
7) Reserved - Is formal, restrained, quiet, introvert.
8) Controlled - Focuses on competence, is systematic, precise and detailed.
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Extended Radargraph Plus

What does the extended radar chart plus show?What does the extended radar chart plus show?What does the extended radar chart plus show?What does the extended radar chart plus show?
Each of the four behavioral tendencies can be divided into two underlying facets.
These eight facets give a more differentiated picture of the behavioral tendencies.
It is not the size of the areas – but the relationship between them that is important.

The plus markingThe plus markingThe plus markingThe plus marking
For each of the four areas, the "acquired behavior" is marked with gray pluses.
Marks that are placed further out than the colored scores indicate that the focus person wishes
to strengthen that specific tendency.
Marks that are placed closer to the centre than the colored scores indicate that the focus person
wishes to moderate that specific tendency.
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Behavioural style

Stefan is an empathetic person. He is considerate and attentive to the needs of others. Stefan is
a good support for colleagues if they have problems. He is a person one could find if one
needed personal advice. Stefan is emotionally oriented as a person, and is quite attentive to
both his own and the well-being of those around him.

He would like to have harmony in the workplace, and he may be affected by personal conflicts -
even if he is not directly involved. He is often a little cautious by nature, and prefers to avoid a
hassle. Stefan can therefore also be more influenced by pressure and unrest in the workplace
than others, but will also focus on how he itself can contribute to a good working climate.

Stefan is extroverted by nature, and often seeks conversations and events. Stefan speak a lot,
and one is rarely in doubt that he is nearby - there are usually entertaining and showy, and in
some cases there may also be too much party and fuss in things.

He likes something happening in everyday life, and Stefan also likes to set himself in focus
while he thinks there is a place for it, and he likes to contribute with colourful features. Stefan is
optimistic by nature, and prefers to see opportunities than obstacles.

Stefan is careful by nature. He wants to be accurate and correct when he is resolving a task.
When Stefan gets a task, he prefers to be thorough with things, and he prefers to solve a task
correctly than to solve multiple tasks at the expense of quality. This may in some cases also
mean that it can take an inappropriately long time before he senses that he is ready to deliver a
task.

He tries to comply with rules and norms, and if there are expectations for him, one can also
count on he trying hard to live up to them. Stefan thrives well with fairly fixed rules and
guidelines, and generally he will strive a lot to follow the rules - he can therefore also have
difficulty with situations where rules or guidelines are broken.

Stefan focuses on people around him, and he would rather to have good relations with
colleagues and others around him. Stefan is quite tolerant as a person, and is normally patient
with others and is good at listening.

He is good at giving room to others, and prefers to take into account the surroundings, but he
does not necessarily say yes to everything. Stefan is quite loyal especially with regard to
relationships, and he is probably a well-liked colleague.
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Behavioural style

Stefan likes to take action, and will usually be perceived as a person with energy. When things
have to be done, he usually gets it done. Stefan make decisions relatively quickly, but usually
also with appropriate time to consider things.

He normaly speaks his honest opinion about things in everyday life, and one can easily
understand the assessment from the point of view of his. Stefan has some ambitions and likes
to see results of effort he delivers. Stefan set goals, and want to achieve them.

Stefan likes to delve into the tasks - there must be a good combination of routine but also
variation in the tasks. He wants to live up to expectations - Stefan can sometimes take it hard if
others criticize professional efforts, but conversely there is not usually anything that knocks him
off course, and he will focus on solving any problems.

He wants to have a degree of calm in the workplace, but conversely, he does not have to be
completely sheltered have from other people - he is fine with social contact, but there should
also be space and quiet for deeper thoughts from time to time. Stefan likes to do this by both
reading up on the material, and, like he, going out and examining things in practice.

Stefan is not particularly ambitious and has less need for position. He adjusts his efforts to the
needs and adapts to the conditions. Stefan has no great need to decide for himself, and in
some cases it may be uncomfortable for him to impose on others or to give orders.

He waits occasionally for the situation, and may sometimes seem slow. Stefan has no great
need to gain benefits or gain authority, but often prefers to have a relatively discreet role in the
company and therefore he does not often seek to gain influence.

Stefan as a person who considers things, and generally he remains critical of new things. He
does not care for changes at all, or doing things in new and different ways. Stefan prefers things
to be done habitually. Therefore, Stefan will feel pressured if sudden and frequent changes
occur.

He is significantly less impulsive than others, and will not follow sudden impulses or new ideas.
Stefan is therefore well suited to daily work tasks. When changes need to be made, Stefan
would like to focus on ensuring that it happens at a reasonable pace.
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General Behaviour

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of a typical behavior for Stefan.
The statements within each field have been selected from his actual scores.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
- Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
- Mark the statement that you find to be the least precise.
- Get a second opinion from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Red facets:

Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":
•  Can be action oriented
•  Expects an effort
•  Solves the task
•  Achieves goals
•  Realistic

Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":
•  Independent
•  Involve other
•  Can cooperate
•  Can adapt to other
•  Seeks compromise

Yellow facets:

High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":
•  Very extrovert
•  Entertaining
•  Talkative
•  Optimistic
•  Colorful

Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":
•  Calm
•  Thorough
•  Conventional
•  Reluctant to chance
•  Prefers status quo

Blue facets:

High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":
•  Detail-oriented
•  Disciplined
•  Systematic
•  Meticulous
•  Precise

Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":
•  Cautious
•  Considers
•  Examines
•  Seeks knowledge
•  Prefer rules

Green facets:

Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":
•  Open to others
•  Often patient
•  Often friendly
•  Trustworthy
•  Helpful

High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":
•  Sensitive
•  Hesitant
•  Friendly
•  Protective
•  Seeks harmony
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Work related behaviour

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of a typical behavior for Stefan.
The statements within each field have been selected from his actual scores.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
- Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
- Mark the statement that you find to be the least precise.
- Get a second opinion from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Red facets:

Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":Medium score on "Powerful":
•  Considers risks
•  Thinks in terms of results
•  Seeks to achieve goals
•  Adapts to new situations
•  Can shift focus between quantity and quality

Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":Low score on "Self-Focus":
•  Adaptable
•  Has few ambitions
•  Able to work alone and with others
•  Unsteady work effort
•  No need to make own decisions

Yellow facets:

High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":High score on "Extroversion":
•  Extrovert and investigative
•  Can be a "strong presence"
•  Inspiring and motivating
•  Generally a high level of activity
•  Prefers an informal working environment

Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":Very low score on "Innovative":
•  Prefers the familiar
•  Hesitant about trying new things
•  Does not show much initiative
•  Completion takes time
•  Examines data and facts

Blue facets:

High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":High score on "Controlled":
•  Accurate and precise
•  Somewhat over-particular
•  Careful and thorough
•  Follows standards and routines
•  Sustains systems and norms

Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":Medium score on "Reserved":
•  Can handle an upredictabel environment
•  Copes with periodic routine work
•  May be sensitive to criticism
•  Shows some self-confidence
•  Can work alone

Green facets:

Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":Medium score on "Focus on others":
•  Loyal towards common goals
•  Enters into social relationships
•  Usually a team player
•  Solves conflicts
•  Creates consensus

High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":High score on "Emotionally oriented":
•  Seeks harmony
•  Works steadily
•  Seeks a calm atmosphere
•  Dislikes conflicts
•  Does not like unexpected changes
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Motivation Factors

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of what motivates Stefan.
The statements within each field have been selected from his actual scores.
The result in the matrix is calculated for each score.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
- Mark the statements that you find are matching your own perception.
- Mark the statement that you find to be the least precise.
- Get a second opinion from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Red facets:

Medium on "Powerful" - motivated by:Medium on "Powerful" - motivated by:Medium on "Powerful" - motivated by:Medium on "Powerful" - motivated by:
•  Having a certain degree of influence
•  To get the things done
•  Moderate competition
•  Measurable tasks
•  Concrete objectives

Low on "Self Focus" - motivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - motivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - motivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - motivated by:
•  Teamwork
•  Cooperation
•  Accept from others
•  To be able to involve others
•  A people-oriented environment

Yellow facets:

High on "Extroversion" - motivated by:High on "Extroversion" - motivated by:High on "Extroversion" - motivated by:High on "Extroversion" - motivated by:
•  The possibility to have contact with others
•  To be the center of attention
•  Others attention
•  Energy and humor
•  Being visible

Very low on "Innovation" - motivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - motivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - motivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - motivated by:
•  Repetitive tasks
•  Working with details
•  Business as usual
•  Clear guidance
•  Jobs that demand precision

Blue facets:

High on "Controlled" - motivated by:High on "Controlled" - motivated by:High on "Controlled" - motivated by:High on "Controlled" - motivated by:
•  Being in full control of the situation
•  Control on everything
•  Structure
•  Precision
•  Quality

Medium on "Reserved" - motivated by:Medium on "Reserved" - motivated by:Medium on "Reserved" - motivated by:Medium on "Reserved" - motivated by:
•  Peace to work
•  Working alone
•  To be respected
•  The opportunity for immersion
•  Being able to demonstrate competence

Green facets:

Medium on "Focus on others" - motivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - motivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - motivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - motivated by:
•  Being part of the community
•  Cooperation with others
•  Loyalty
•  Helpfulness
•  Influence

High on "Emotional orientation" - motivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - motivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - motivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - motivated by:
•  Empathy
•  Unity
•  Relationships
•  Humanity
•  Being there for others
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Demotivation Factors

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of what motivates and what demotivates Stefan.
The statements within each field have been selected from his actual scores.
The result in the matrix is calculated for each of the eight facets.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
- Mark the statements that you find are matching your own perception.
- Mark the statement that you find to be the least precise.
- Get a second opinion from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Red facets:

Medium on "Powerfull" - demotivated by:Medium on "Powerfull" - demotivated by:Medium on "Powerfull" - demotivated by:Medium on "Powerfull" - demotivated by:
•  Low degree of influence
•  Too few challenges
•  Indecisiveness
•  Too few work related wins

Low on "Self Focus" - demotivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - demotivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - demotivated by:Low on "Self Focus" - demotivated by:
•  Low tolerance
•  Low people orientation
•  Separation from the group
•  Too few work related wins

Yellow facets:

High on "Extroversion" - demotivated by:High on "Extroversion" - demotivated by:High on "Extroversion" - demotivated by:High on "Extroversion" - demotivated by:
•  Lack of humor and fun
•  To be restricted
•  To be alone
•  Loss of freedom

Very low on "Innovation" - demotivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - demotivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - demotivated by:Very low on "Innovation" - demotivated by:
•  Unpredictability
•  Requirement for innovation
•  Changes
•  Inconsistency

Blue facets:

High on "Controlled" - demotivated by:High on "Controlled" - demotivated by:High on "Controlled" - demotivated by:High on "Controlled" - demotivated by:
•  Imprecise tasks
•  Lack of control
•  Time pressure
•  Disorder, mess

Low on "Reserved" - demotivated by:Low on "Reserved" - demotivated by:Low on "Reserved" - demotivated by:Low on "Reserved" - demotivated by:
•  Frequent uncertainty
•  Lack of control
•  Unfamiliar situations
•  Working under pressure

Green facets:

Medium on "Focus on others" - demotivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - demotivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - demotivated by:Medium on "Focus on others" - demotivated by:
•  Low degree of influence
•  Very dominant behavior
•  To be dependent on others
•  Not being able to achieve results

High on "Emotional orientation" - demotivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - demotivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - demotivated by:High on "Emotional orientation" - demotivated by:
•  Competition
•  Personal conflicts
•  Insecurity
•  A lot of changes
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Overall Graphical Presentation - the 8 facets

Self-focus
Powerful

Extroverted
Innovative

Focus on other
Emotionally oriented

Reserved, formal
Structured, accurate

Acquired Behaviour Intuitive Behaviour Total Graph

Consistency in repliesConsistency in repliesConsistency in repliesConsistency in replies
Acquired behaviour higher

Acquired behaviour lower
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Total graph - Facets

What does this extended Radar diagram show?What does this extended Radar diagram show?What does this extended Radar diagram show?What does this extended Radar diagram show?
Each of the four primary driver tendencies can be divided into two underlying facets.
These eight facets give a more differentiated depiction of the tendencies in the drivers.
Please note:
It is not only the size, but also the relationship between the areas and graphs that is important.

Red facetsRed facetsRed facetsRed facets
1) Self-focus - Focus on personal results, tactical, pursues own goals.
2) Powerful - Focus on creating results, pursues the group's goals.

Yellow facetsYellow facetsYellow facetsYellow facets
3) Extroversion - Focus on creating new contacts, extroversion, new experiences.
4) Innovation - Focus on ideas, on breaking down barriers and on creating something new.

Green facetsGreen facetsGreen facetsGreen facets
5) Focus on others - Focus on contributing to the common, and focus on the team.
6) Emotionally oriented - Focus on emotions, careful and hesitant.

Blue facetsBlue facetsBlue facetsBlue facets
7) Reserved - Formal, restrained, quiet, introvert.
8) Controlled - Focus on competence - systematic, precise and detailed.
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Facets and tendencies

Facets and tendenciesFacets and tendenciesFacets and tendenciesFacets and tendencies
At the top is the total graph for the four behavioural tendencies - displayed horizontally.
Below are the two underlying facets for each of the four behavioural tendencies.

For each of the graphs, there is an interpretive text for an extreme score.
The length shows the strength of the behavioural tendencies.

Do not over-interpret the results - there is style flexibility.
Be especially careful not to over-interpret scores in the middle segment.
Remember to focus on the interaction between all eight preferences.
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Communication Style

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of Stefan's approach to communication.
Moreover, the matrix gives an introduction on how Stefan can strengthen his communication style.
The statements for each area are chosen based on his concrete score.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
•  Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
•  Mark the statements that you find less adequate.
•  Seek feedback from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Medium score

• Can be direct
•  Focuses on both subject matter and people
•  Manages small talk if necessary
•  Might put the goal above the means
•  Adapts communication to the situation

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Are you involving enough?
•  Do you remember the human aspects?
•  Is your communication targeted enough?

Medium score

• Informal and relaxed style
•  Can communicate with most people
•  Can engage others
•  Good at verbal communication
•  Can also manage written communication

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Are you good enough at communicating negative
information?

•  Do you forget to listen to the recipient?
•  Do you perhaps leap too much from one subject to

another?

Medium score

• Uses logic and facts
•  Structures the communication
•  May be a little formal in his communication style
•  Acceptable businesslike communication
•  Can be slow and appear monotonous

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you consider yourself a little colorless and
uninspiring?

•  Do you forget consideration for the recipient?
•  Are you too systematic in your style?

High score

• Friendly and accommodating personality
•  Prefers dialogue to handing out commands
•  Involves others – asks for feedback
•  Lecturing in his communication style
•  Thinks things over - slow

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Is it difficult for you to tackle hostile people?
•  Is conflict-ridden information difficult for you?
•  Are you too circumstantial and slow?
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Leadership style

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of Stefan's approach to leadership.
Moreover, the matrix gives an introduction on how Stefan can strengthen his leadership style.
The statements for each area are chosen based on his concrete score.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix

•  Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
•  Mark the statements that you find less adequate.
•  Seek feedback from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Medium score

• Takes responsibility
•  Has own special tasks
•  Has some goals
•  Seeks progress
•  Interferes in most things

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you maintain a general view?
•  Do you get enough from your employees?
•  Who can support your development as a

manager?

Medium score

• Informs about most things
•  Suggests possibilities to others
•  Emotional
•  Gives feedback
•  Likes to be in front

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  What is your biggest talent?
•  How do you make a bigger difference?
•  Which competences will you need to develop?

Medium score

• Uses systems
•  Follows rules
•  Follows up on plans
•  Seeks to respect agreements
•  Generally follows defined orders

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  How do you best make a difference?
•  What are you good at as a manager?
•  Do you provide enough challenges?

High score

• Offers participation
•  Creates well-being
•  Helps
•  Loyal to the team
•  Listens to others

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you manage the team’s work?
•  Are the goals clear enough?
•  Are the tasks solved by the best man?
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Behavior in sales

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of Stefan's behaviour in sale.
Moreover, the matrix gives an introduction on how Stefan can strengthen his sales style.
The statements for each area are chosen based on his concrete score.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrix Guideline to the matrix Guideline to the matrix Guideline to the matrix The numbers by each statement refer to the following phases of the sale:
1. Preparation
2. Defining needs
3. Provide solutions and tender
4. Negotiate and agree
5. Deliver and maintaining relationships

Medium score

1. Defines goals and accomplishes them
2. Asks about needs
3. Balances profit and client advantages
4. Closes but gives in during negotiations
5. Is reluctant to ask for additional orders

• In which areas will more focus on the goal improve
your results?

•  How can you ask more in-depth questions?
•  Where can you obtain better agreements?

Medium score

1. Establishes some new relationships
2. Creates positivity
3. Provides the client with suggestions for changes
4. Convinces with chosen facts
5. Focuses on the future cooperation

• In which situations do you forget to maintain
established relationships?

•  In which situations do you speak too positively of
products and services?

•  In which situations do you forget to evaluate the
client's actual needs?

Medium score

1. Makes an overall analysis
2. Listens in order to understand
3. Presents solutions with a durable quality
4. Has a clear view of the contents of the agreement
5. Often plans delivery and service

• In which cases will you benefit from asking about a
client's needs?

•  How do you ensure that there is a match between
the client's needs and your solution?

•  How do you ensure that all the details of the
agreement are thought through?

High score

1. Chooses clients with whom relationships have
already been established

2. Is interested and listens
3. Focuses on fulfilling the client's wishes
4. Is flexible in negotiations
5. Provides a high degree of service

• How do you become better at letting old
comfortable clients go and focusing on new ones?

•  How are you able to more actively utilise your good
service to ask for new orders?

•  How can you become better at maintaining the
focus on yourself and your goals?

•  Can you make your questions clearer?
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Time management and efficiency

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of Stefan's typical approach to time management.
Moreover, the matrix gives an introduction on how Stefan can strengthen his personal efficiency.
The statements for each area are chosen based on his concrete score.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
•  Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
•  Mark the statements that you find less adequate.
•  Seek feedback from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Medium score

• Tends to make everything urgent
•  Often cuts corners if possible
•  May go for quick solutions
•  May underestimate that things take time
•  Quantity may be put above quality

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you take the quick solutions?
•  Do you pressure a little too much?
•  Is your prioritisation of quality and quantity

acceptable?

Medium score

• Seeks flexible plans
•  Spends time on people and on the subject matter
•  Spends time on meetings with others
•  His planning may be a little unstructured
•  Often late - might be unprepared

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you spend enough time on planning?
•  Are you perhaps wasting time on small talk?
•  Are you perhaps too unsystematic?
•  Are you maybe too un-methodical?

Medium score

• Likes to create quality
•  May have difficulties coping with stress and

pressure
•  Spends a lot of time on data collection
•  Brings things to a state of too much perfection
•  Seeks routine and repetition

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Are you a little too perfectionistic?
•  Might it be difficult for you to change your pace?
•  Are you too demanding of yourself and others?

High score

• Focuses on "business as usual"
•  Works slowly but consistently
•  Often prefers to work with the well-known
•  May have difficulties saying no
•  Often gets involved in too much

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Could new methods be better?
•  Do you waste too much time on small talk?
•  Do you make too much mess?
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Innovation and development

What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?What does the matrix show about Stefan?
The matrix above shows examples of Stefan's typical approach to innovation and development.
Moreover, the matrix gives an introduction on how Stefan can strengthen his approach to
innovation.
The statements for each area are chosen based on his concrete score.
The result in the matrix is thus individually calculated for each of the four factors.

Guideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrixGuideline to the matrix
•  Mark the statements that you find match your own perception.
•  Mark the statements that you find less adequate.
•  Seek feedback from people who know you – do they agree with your assessment?

Medium score

• Seeks ways to realise ideas
•  Is happy to create through practice
•  Is able to see the practical usefulness
•  Has an explorative approach to development
•  Contributes positively to the implementation of new

ideas

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you research adequately prior to making your
decision?

•  Do you sometimes ignore other people's opinion?
•  Do you remember to maintain focus on facts?

Medium score

• Engages in new ideas
•  Is able to think out of the box
•  Is ready to contribute to change
•  Creates a link between the new and existing
•  Is able to balance new ideas with what is possible

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you contribute with new ideas?
•  Are you hesitant towards doing something very

different?
•  Do you focus too much on the concrete?

Medium score

• Seeks facts and documentation
•  Is capable of being the "devil's advocate"
•  Seeks facts on the value of new initiatives
•  Considers business value
•  Seeks security for quality

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you sometimes become too critical?
•  Do you sometimes come across as being

uninspiring?
•  Do you sometimes appear to be too sceptical of

new ideas?

High score

• Prefers to develop new ideas with other people
•  Networker - listens to other people
•  Incorporates other people's experiences
•  Emotional involvement
•  Finds the easy ways around challenges

Consider:Consider:Consider:Consider:

•  Do you tend to represent a "Business as usual"
approach?

•  Are you too hesitant towards change?
•  Do you tend to be too elaborate?
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Interview guide

What does the matrix show in relation to Stefan?What does the matrix show in relation to Stefan?What does the matrix show in relation to Stefan?What does the matrix show in relation to Stefan?
The matrix displays suggestions for interview questions to Stefan.
The questions are formulated on the basis of Stefan's scores in the four areas.
You can make questions more general or more direct if you wish.

The questions should be followed up with questions like:The questions should be followed up with questions like:The questions should be followed up with questions like:The questions should be followed up with questions like:
- Why, how, when, etc.
- Do you have concrete examples of how this is expressed?
- What impact could this have in a new work-related situations?
- Relate the questions directly to: specific job tasks, roles, etc.

Medium score

• In which situations do you not reach your goals?
•  In which situations do you find it hard to lead the

way?
•  How do you prioritise the cause versus the

individual?
•  How do you prioritise quality versus productivity?
•  What can be delegated and what cannot?
•  When should one stand firm and when give in?

Medium score

• How do you handle a negative situation?
•  When does it take you too long to take action?
•  When might it be an advantage that everybody

speaks up?
•  In which situations do you see change as a clear

advantage?
•  How do you ensure the realisation of good ideas?
•  When are you too uncritical?

Medium score

• When do you choose not to become absorbed in a
topic?

•  When is a thorough analysis important?
•  When do you experience that knowledge of details

has value?
•  How do you react when someone is imprecise?
•  What are you systematic about and what are you

not?
•  When do you take chances?

High score

• In which situations do you become too friendly
towards others?

•  How do you handle rapid changes?
•  Why is harmony important to you?
•  How do you handle your need for security?
•  When are you being too considerate about other

people's opinions before making up your mind?
•  How do you choose to handle a major conflict?
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Development Plan

Identify and use your strengthsIdentify and use your strengthsIdentify and use your strengthsIdentify and use your strengths
Using your strengths provides energy, contentment and enthusiasm.
A strength may be overused; you can often increase your strength by moderating a behavioral
pattern in areas where it is used excessively.

Weaknesses can often be behavior that "does not come naturally" .
NB: Weaknesses are often behavioral patterns that are complementary to your strengths.

Use your strengths optimallyUse your strengths optimallyUse your strengths optimallyUse your strengths optimally
How will you use your greatest strengths in the future?
How can you optimize your strengths - and stay on top?

Strengthen your weak areas.Strengthen your weak areas.Strengthen your weak areas.Strengthen your weak areas.
Choose one or two areas - you cannot do everything at once.
Prioritize - and pick the "low-hanging fruit" first.

My strengths nowMy strengths nowMy strengths nowMy strengths now Strengths I will preserveStrengths I will preserveStrengths I will preserveStrengths I will preserve

Current stageCurrent stageCurrent stageCurrent stage
behaviourbehaviourbehaviourbehaviour

Future stageFuture stageFuture stageFuture stage
behaviourbehaviourbehaviourbehaviour

Behaviour I would like to developBehaviour I would like to developBehaviour I would like to developBehaviour I would like to develop Behaviour I would like to avoidBehaviour I would like to avoidBehaviour I would like to avoidBehaviour I would like to avoid
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Other Options

Other Profile and Analysis ToolsOther Profile and Analysis ToolsOther Profile and Analysis ToolsOther Profile and Analysis Tools

e-stimate international offers other profile tools targeted at different areas.
Below, you will find a short presentation - find out more at www.e-stimate.com
or contact us at: info@e-stimate.com

TeamprofileTeamprofileTeamprofileTeamprofile
The team profile gives you a good starting point for working professionally with the development
of employees and teams. Whether the desire is to create personal development for one or
more, or you want to improve the cooperation and communication in your team, the team profile
gives you great value.

e-fivefactore-fivefactore-fivefactore-fivefactor
The Five Factor model, also called Big Five, shows the five personality pillars.
The profile is based on the International Personality Item Pool, the NEOAC model.
Adapted to Business culture and based on a business norm group.

e-asy360e-asy360e-asy360e-asy360
e-asy 360 is a flexible tool for measuring feedback and performance in a structured and
professional way. By comparing the feedback of several stakeholders in one and the same
process, it gives a holistic picture of performance, strengths and weaknesses.

IQ PotentialIQ PotentialIQ PotentialIQ Potential
IQ Potential is a tool that measures the intelligence element of a person's potential to perform in
relation to a specific task or job. IQ Potential is an adaptive IQ test. This means that the difficulty
of the tasks is adapted to the person's response. This provides high precision in the results.

CopyrightCopyrightCopyrightCopyright

The content of this profile is copyright protected.
e-stimate owns all copyright rights to e-interpersonal.
It is not permitted to reproduce any of the material for commercial use.
Use of the information in the profile requires written approval.
This publication may not be reproduced or used in any form or by any means, electronically or
mechanically, including photocopy or by any other information storage system, or by any other
means, without permission in writing from the publisher.

ResponsibilityResponsibilityResponsibilityResponsibility

e-stimate assumes no liability for the use of the profile's contents.
Responsibility for the use of the behaviour profile and its reports rests solely with the users.
e-stimate aps disclaims any responsibility for what the content and its outputs are used for.

The report is not an authoritative source.
Interpretations, texts, etc. cannot be treated as professional advice.
The contents of the profile should be regarded as general information.
e-stimate cannot be held liable for damage or loss directly
or indirectly incurred on the basis of the information provided in the profile.
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